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Abstract

Unlike the even gravitational coefficients of Jupiter that are caused by

both the rotational distortion and the equatorially symmetric zonal winds,

the odd Jovian gravitational coefficients are directly linked to the depth of

the equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds. Accurate estimation of the wind-

induced odd coefficients and comparison with measurements of those coef-

ficients would be key to understanding the structure of the zonal winds in

the deep interior of Jupiter. We consider two problems in connection with

the Jovian odd gravitational coefficients. In the first problem, we show, by

solving the governing equations for the northern hemisphere of Jupiter sub-
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ject to an appropriate condition at the equatorial plane, that the effect of

non-spherical geometry makes an insignificant contribution to the lowermost-

order odd gravitational coefficients. In the second problem, we investigate

the effect of the equatorial smoothing used to avoid the discontinuity in the

winds across the equatorial plane when the thermal wind equation is adopted

to compute the odd gravitational coefficients. We reveal that, because of the

unintended effect of the equatorial smoothing, the odd gravitational coeffi-

cients so obtained have no physical significance.

Key words: Jupiter, Jupiter’s interior, Jupiter’s atmosphere

1. Introduction1

The zonal external potential Vg of the Jovian gravitational field can be2

expanded in terms of the Legendre functions Pn,3

Vg = −GM

r

[
1−

∞∑
n=2

Jn

(
Re

r

)n

Pn(cos θ)

]
, r ≥ Re, (1)

where M is Jupiter’s mass, n takes integer values, J2, J3, J4, J5, . . . , are the4

zonal gravitational coefficients, (r, θ, ϕ) are spherical polar coordinates with5

the corresponding unit vectors (r̂, θ̂, ϕ̂) and θ = 0 is at the axis of rotation,6

Re is the equatorial radius of Jupiter, and G is the universal gravitational7

constant (G = 6.67384 × 10−11m3kg−1s−2). Jupiter is rotating rapidly and8

its shape significantly departs from spherical geometry: the eccentricity at9

the one-bar surface is EJ = 0.3543 (Seidelmann et al., 2007). Both the10

rotational distortion and the equatorially symmetric zonal winds, if suffi-11

ciently deep, contribute to the even gravitational coefficients Jn with n ≥ 212

in (1). Gravity measurements by the Juno spacecraft provide only the total13
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gravitational coefficients (Bolton, 2005) and accurately identifying the wind-14

induced contribution from the measured values Jn represents a difficult task.15

By contrast, the rotational distortion, because of its equatorial symmetry,16

does not contribute to the odd gravitational coefficients Jn with n ≥ 3 in17

(1). Hence, the odd gravitational coefficients are determined only by the18

equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds. These coefficients will be detectable19

by the high-precision gravitational measurements of the Juno spacecraft.20

There exist two studies concerned with estimating the odd gravitational21

coefficients of Jupiter from its equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds. Using22

the thermal wind equation in spherical geometry, Kaspi (2013) calculated23

the gravitational signature induced by the equatorially antisymmetric zonal24

winds U(r, θ) in the form25

U(r, θ) = +u0(r sin θ)e
−(RS−r)/H , 0 ≤ θ < π/2;

U(r, θ) = −U(r, π − θ), π/2 < θ ≤ π, (2)

where RS is the radius of the planet, s = r sin θ denotes the distance from26

the rotation axis, u0(r sin θ) represents the equatorially antisymmetric com-27

ponent of the observed cloud-level zonal winds in the northern hemisphere28

extending into the equator on cylinders parallel to the rotation axis and H29

is a depth parameter. Three important features should be highlighted: (i)30

U(r, θ) given by (2) is discontinuous across the equatorial plane, (ii) both31

U(r, θ) and its derivative ∂U/∂θ are mathematically undefined at θ = π/2,32

and (iii) since U(r, θ) is equatorially antisymmetric, it suffices to consider33

either southern or northern hemisphere of the whole sphere. Kong et al.34

(2015a) computed the odd gravitational coefficients induced by the deep35

equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds in an oblate spheroidal geometry36
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(Kong et al., 2015b) by imposing the equatorially antisymmetric condition37

at the equatorial plane and, then, solving the governing equations in the38

northern hemisphere. Note that the hemispheric model (Kong et al., 2015a)39

has to assume that the compressible fluid is barotropic and, hence, the zonal40

winds must satisfy the geostrophic condition in the northern hemisphere41

while the thermal-wind-equation approach (Kaspi, 2013) does not need to42

make the barotropic assumption. Differences between the results of Kong43

et al. (2015a) and Kaspi (2013) are large. For example, Kaspi (2013) obtained44

J7 ≈ 6×10−7 for an asymptotically large H, while Kong et al. (2015a) found45

that J7 = −7.4× 10−7; there is also an O(100)% difference in the size of J3.46

Identifying the origin of such large differences is important because the odd47

gravitational coefficients will play a key role in interpreting the high-precision48

gravitational measurements made by the Juno spacecraft.49

This study examines two possible effects that might be responsible for50

causing such large differences. The first is the effect of geometry – spher-51

ical versus non-spherical – that would cause some differences in the values52

of odd gravitational coefficients. We repeat the non-spherical computation53

performed by Kong et al. (2015a) but with spherical geometry. It turns54

out that the effect of non-spherical geometry contributes less than 10% to55

the lowermost-order odd gravitational coefficients. The second effect is more56

subtle and is concerned with how to smooth the the equatorially antisym-57

metric zonal winds across the equatorial plane (Kaspi, 2013). When using58

the thermal-wind-equation approach, one has to compute ∂U/∂θ near the59

equatorial plane where the derivative is discontinuous. In order to avoid60

the discontinuity, an equatorial smoothing that connects the northern profile61
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[U(r, θ) for 0 ≤ θ < π/2] with the southern profile [U(r, θ) for π/2 < θ ≤ π]62

in the equatorial region may be adopted such that ∂U/∂θ can be conveniently63

evaluated there. By adopting the Gaussian smoothing function (for exam-64

ple, Lin et al., 1999) in the equatorial region, we are able to reproduce the65

results of Kaspi (2013) for the deep equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds.66

We show, however, that the effect of the non-physical equatorial smoothing67

is overwhelmingly dominant and, consequently, the odd gravitational coeffi-68

cients obtained with the smoothing have no physical significance. None of69

these studies accounts for the possible effects of Lorentz forces associated70

with the interior magnetic field.71

We begin in §2 by solving the governing equations in the northern hemi-72

sphere of Jupiter subject to an appropriate condition at the equatorial plane73

in spherical geometry in order to understand the geometric effect on the odd74

gravitational coefficients. The subtle but critically important effect of the75

equatorial smoothing on the odd gravitational coefficients is discussed in §376

with conclusions and some remarks given in §4.77

2. Odd Jn based on hemispheric computation78

Our model assumes that (i) Jupiter with mass M and the radius RS is79

isolated and rotating about the symmetry z-axis with an angular velocity Ωẑ;80

(ii) the effect of the rotational distortion on estimating the odd gravitational81

coefficients can be neglected; (iii) Jupiter is axially symmetric and consists82

of a compressible barotropic fluid (a polytrope of index unity) whose density83

ρ is a function only of the pressure p (Hubbard, 1999), and (iv) the zonal84

winds observed on Jupiter have an equatorially antisymmetric component85
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that depends only on distance s from the rotation axis and extends from the86

cloud level to the equatorial plane, which represents the large H limit in the87

profile (2). In an inertial frame of reference, the equilibrium equations are88

u ·∇u = −1

ρ
∇p−∇Vg, (3)

p = Kρ2, (4)

∇2Vg = 4πGρ, (5)

∇ · (uρ) = 0, (6)

where K is a constant, u denotes the fluid motion and Vg represents the grav-89

itational potential. Equations (3) – (6) are solved subject to the boundary90

condition91

p(r, θ) = ρ(r, θ) = 0 at r = Rs, (7)

where the effect of the rotational distortion is neglected. Since the wind speed92

is much smaller than that of the solid-body rotation, we can solve equations93

(3) – (6) by making the expansions94

ρ = ρ0 + ρ1, p = p0 + p1, u = Ωẑ× r+ Ũ(r, θ)ϕ̂, (8)

where Ũ(r, θ)ϕ̂, displayed in Figure 1, represents the observed cloud-level,95

equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds (Porco et al., 2003) extending into96

the equatorial plane on cylinders parallel to the rotation axis.97

While the leading-order problem for ρ0 and p0 can be solved analytically98

in spherical geometry, our focus is on computing the lowermost odd zonal99

gravitational coefficients J3, J5, J7 in the expansion (1) induced by the deep100

equatorially antisymmetric winds Ũ(r, θ) satisfying101

Ũ(r, θ) = −Ũ(r, π − θ) for 0 ≤ θ < π/2. (9)
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Figure 1: The equatorially anti-symmetric Jovian zonal winds Ũ(r, θ) in the northern

hemisphere obtained by extending the observed cloud-level zonal winds (Porco et al.,

2003) into the interior on cylinders parallel to the rotation axis. The antisymmetric zonal

winds in the southern hemisphere are given by −Ũ(r, π − θ).
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The equatorially antisymmetric winds only drive the density anomaly ρ1

obeying the parity

ρ1(r, θ) = −ρ1(r, π − θ),

which only produces the odd gravitational coefficients Jn. In addition to the102

boundary condition at the spherical surface103

ρ1(r = RS, θ) = 0 for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, (10)

we also impose the antisymmetric boundary condition at the equator104

ρ1(r, θ = π/2) = 0 for 0 ≤ r ≤ RS. (11)

An effective way of finding a solution to equations (3) – (6) for ρ1 subject105

to the conditions (10) and (11), after making use of the expansion (8), is to106

solve only the northern hemisphere of the planet defined by 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2107

and 0 ≤ r ≤ RS such that both the conditions at r = RS given by (10)108

and at θ = π/2 given by (11) can be explicitly imposed. The solution of the109

southern hemisphere defined by π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ r ≤ RS can be simply110

obtained by using the equatorial symmetry property. The detailed numerical111

method is discussed by Kong et al. (2015a) for non-spherical geometry, which112

can be readily modified for spherical geometry. After obtaining the density113

anomaly ρ1(r, θ), we then compute the odd gravitational coefficients Jn with114

n ≥ 3 by performing the two-dimensional integration115

Jn = − 4π

MJRn
S

∫ π/2

0

∫ RS

0

ρ1(r, θ)Pn(cos θ) sin θr
n+2 dr dθ, (12)

for n = 3, 5, 7, . . . .116

The results based on the computation of the northern hemisphere in117

spherical geometry are presented in Table 1. For the purpose of easy com-118

parison, the corresponding non-spherical results (Kong et al., 2015a) are also119
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Table 1: The lowermost odd zonal gravitational coefficients Jn, n ≥ 3 in the expansion

(1) induced by the equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds. The second column represents

the odd coefficients obtained in the non-spherical Jupiter (Kong et al., 2015a) while the

third column is obtained from the assumed spherical Jupiter.

Non-spherical Solutions Spherical Solutions

J3 × 106 -1.6562 -1.8386

J5 × 106 1.5778 1.6025

J7 × 106 -0.7432 -0.6242

provided. Table 1 shows that non-spherical geometry makes less than an120

(O)10% contribution to the values of the lowermost-order odd gravitational121

coefficients. For example, we obtain J3 = −1.8386 × 10−6 in spherical ge-122

ometry while in non-spherical geometry we have J3 = −1.6562× 10−6. The123

results suggest that different geometries cannot explain the large differences124

between the results obtained by Kaspi (2013) and Kong et al. (2015a). Our125

computation performed in a hemispherical domain with the explicitly im-126

posed condition (11) at the equatorial plane does not encounter the problem127

of the equatorial discontinuous derivative.128

3. Odd Jn with equatorial smoothing129

Kaspi (2013) carried out a study of the gravitational signature produced130

by the equatorially anti-symmetric zonal winds in Jupiter by using a thermal131

wind equation approach with equatorial smoothing in spherical geometry. In132

this section, we concentrate on the effect of the equatorial smoothing used133

in the thermal wind equation. A similar approach based on the thermal-134
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Figure 2: The latitudinal profile of the observed cloud-level Jovian zonal winds containing

both the equatorially symmetric and anti-symmetric components (Porco et al., 2003).

gravitational wind equation (Zhang et al., 2015) will be discussed in Section135

4.136

The thermal wind equation in spherical geometry (Kaspi, 2013) can be137

written in the form138

−2Ωẑ ·∇
[
ρ0(r)U(r, θ)ϕ̂

]
= ∇ρ1(r, θ)× g0(r), (13)

where ρ0(r) and g0(r) represent the density and gravity profile of the spherical139

hydrostatic state, respectively, while ρ1 denotes the density perturbation to140

ρ0 caused by the zonal winds U(r, θ) whose latitudinal cloud-level profile141

U(r = RS, θ) (Porco et al., 2003) is displayed in Figure 2, containing both142

the equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric components. The azimuthal143

component of (13) gives rise to the density perturbation144

ρ1(r, θ) = C(r) +
2rΩ

|g0(r)|

∫ θ

π/2

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂r
− sin θ̃

r

∂

∂θ̃

] [
ρ0(r)U(r, θ̃)

]
dθ̃, (14)
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where C(r) is an arbitrary function of r. Since∫ π

0

∫ RS

0

C(r)P2l+1(cos θ) r
2 sin θ dr dθ = 0, l = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

in spherical geometry, the arbitrary function C(r) does not make any con-145

tribution to the odd gravitational coefficients Jn in (1) if Jupiter is assumed146

to be spherical (Kaspi, 2013). Upon solving (14) for ρ1(r, θ) using the zonal147

winds U(r, θ) given by (2), the odd zonal gravitational coefficients in (1) are148

simply given by149

Jn = − 2π

MJRn
S

∫ π

0

∫ RS

0

ρ1(r, θ)Pn(cos θ) sin θr
n+2 dr dθ (15)

for n = 3, 5, 7, . . . . The equatorially symmetric component of U or ρ1 does150

not make any contribution to the integral (15). Kaspi (2013) calculated the151

values of J3, J5, J7 for a wide range of H with the results presented in his152

Figure 4. When H becomes sufficiently large, the values of J3, J5, J7 become153

asymptotic and nearly independent of H, representing an upper bound on154

the odd gravitational coefficients Jn in (1).155

As a consequence of the equatorial asymmetry in the zonal winds U(r, θ),

as clearly seen in Figure 2, the integrand function in (14) is discontinuous

across the equatorial plane at θ = π/2 or at z = 0 with z = r cos θ. To

illustrate this crucially important feature, we show in Figure 3 U(r, θ) in

the northern hemisphere, Unorthern(r, θ) with 0 ≤ θ < π/2 or 0 < z ≤ Rs,

and U(r, θ) in the southern hemisphere, Usouthern(r, θ) with π/2 < θ ≤ π or

−RS ≤ z < 0. Because of the equatorial asymmetry present in Figure 2 and

the assumed cylindrical structure in (2), we have

lim
h→0

[
Usouthern(r, θ =

π

2
+

h

r
)

]
̸= lim

h→0

[
Unorthern(r, θ =

π

2
− h

r
)

]
,

11
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Figure 3: A sketch of the Gaussian smoothing across the equatorial plane (θ = π/2 or

z = 0 with z = r cos θ) at a fixed s = r sin θ, where z > 0 for the northern hemisphere,

z < 0 for the southern hemisphere, 2h represents a typical gap of the Gaussian smoothing

in which a discontinuous jump from Usouthern to Unorthern across the equatorial plane (the

solid line) is replaced, via the Gaussian smoothing, by a smoothed curve (the dashed line).

a discontinuity across the equatorial plane (the solid line at z = 0 in Figure 3)156

that must be smoothed (the dashed line in Figure 3) in order to to compute157

the integrand function in (14) in the equatorial region. Note that the cause158

of the equatorial discontinuity is that the measured zonal winds from cloud159

tracking are not symmetric about the equator and that u0(s) in (2) does not160

change along cylindrical surfaces concentric with the rotation axis.161

Kaspi (2013) only mentioned that smoothed functions around the equator162

were used to avoid the discontinuity across the equatorial plane but gave no163

details. In this study, we choose the widely-used Gaussian smoothing (Lin164

et al., 1999) that is characterized by the smoothing parameter h. In the165

typical gap −h < z < h, the discontinuous jump across the equatorial plane166

from Unorthern(r, θ) to Usouthern(r, θ) (the solid line in Figure 3 at z = 0) is167
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Figure 4: Two typical examples of the Gaussian smoothing in the equatorial region: (a)

U with H = 50000 km at the fixed s = r sin θ = 0.7RS (RS = 69911 km) and (b) U with

H = 50000 km at s = r sin θ = 0.9RS . The dashed curve is associated with h = 0.02RS

while the dot-dashed curve is obtained with h = 0.05RS .

smoothed and replaced by a continuous curve (the dashed line in Figure 3).168

After the application of the equatorial smoothing, the integrand function in169

(14) can be evaluated in the equatorial region. Furthermore, our computation170

suggests that the precise numerical scheme of how U(r, θ) is smoothed in the171

equatorial region does not change the primary result of the problem. This172

may explain why we are able to reproduce the result of Kaspi (2013) without173

actually knowing the detail of his equatorial smoothing scheme.174

In addition to the depth parameter H in (2), the Gaussian smoothing175

introduces an extra smoothing parameter h for the profile of the zonal winds176

U in the computation of ρ1(r, θ) and Jn using (14) and (15). We use two177

typical examples in Figure 4 to illustrate the Gaussian smoothing that is178

actually used in our computation. Figure 4(a) shows how the wind profile U179

with H = 50000 km in the northern hemisphere at the fixed s = r sin θ =180

0.7RS is smoothly, via the Gaussian smoothing, connected with that in the181
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Figure 5: The lowermost odd zonal gravitational coefficients J3, J5, J7 are shown as a

function of H with the smoothing parameter h = 0.05RS . This figure is almost identical

to the Figure 4 of Kaspi (2013) for large H.

southern hemisphere; the dashed curve represents the Gaussian smoothing182

with h = 0.02RS (RS = 69911 km) while the dot-dashed curve is obtained183

by the Gaussian smoothing with h = 0.05RS. Figure 4(b) shows a similar184

equatorial smoothing but at s = r sin θ = 0.9RS. After applying the Gaussian185

smoothing for different values of s in the equatorial region, we can evaluate186

the integrand function (U and its derivatives) in (14) for the whole spherical187

interior of Jupiter and obtain the density anomaly ρ1(r, θ) which is then188

used to compute the odd zonal gravitational coefficients through a simple189

integration given by (15).190

Several examples for the lowermost odd zonal gravitational coefficients

J3, J5, J7 are presented in Table 2 for H = 5000 km, 10000 km and 50000

km at two different values of the smoothing parameter h. Figure 5 shows
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Table 2: Several typical examples for the lowermost odd gravitational coefficients J3, J5, J7

obtained for three different values of H and two different values of parameter h.

H = 5000km H = 10000km H = 50000km

h = 0.02RS h = 0.05RS h = 0.02RS h = 0.05RS h = 0.02RS h = 0.05RS

J3 × 106 -0.136 -0.137 -0.411 -0.411 -1.084 -1.079

J5 × 106 -0.129 -0.128 -0.049 -0.048 0.263 0.260

J7 × 106 0.278 0.277 0.360 0.359 0.442 0.442

the lowermost odd coefficients J3, J5, J7 as a function of H at h = 0.05RS.

Three important features emerge from the results of our computation shown

in Table 2 and Figure 5. First, the size of the smoothing parameter h does

not play an essential role in determining the size of the zonal gravitational

coefficients. For instance, J3 = −0.136 × 10−6 with h = 0.02RS changes

only slightly to J3 = −0.137× 10−6 with h = 0.05RS. Although Figure 5 is

plotted using the result with h = 0.05RS, it remains quantitatively largely

unchanged when a different value of h such as h = 0.02RS is adopted. This

insensitivity to h is likely connected with the mathematical property

lim
h→0

∫ π/2+h/r

π/2−h/r

∂U

∂θ
dθ = lim

h→0

[
2h

r

(
∂U

∂θ

)
θ=π/2

]
= constant ≈ 2h

r

(
∂U

∂θ

)
θ=π/2

for any reasonably small value of h with r ≫ h. Second, the lowermost-order191

odd coefficients J3, J5 and J7 reach their asymptotic values when H ≥ 20000192

km, which is also shown in Figure 4 of Kaspi (2013). Third, and more impor-193

tantly, there are no noticeable differences between our Figure 5 and Figure 4194

of Kaspi (2013) for large H. In other words, we have successfully reproduced195

the Figure 4 of Kaspi (2013) for the deep equatorially antisymmetric zonal196

winds.197

A critically important question is whether the odd zonal gravitational198

coefficients presented in Table 2 and Figure 5 are physically induced by199

15



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Contours of the integrand function in (14) plotted in a meridian section: (a)H =

10000 km without equatorial smoothing; (b) H = 10000 km with equatorial smoothing at

h = 0.05RS ; (c) for H = 50000 km without equatorial smoothing; and (d) for H = 50000

km with equatorial smoothing at h = 0.05RS .
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the equatorially antisymmetric winds or merely a consequence of the un-200

intended effect of the non-physical equatorial smoothing. This question can201

be answered by looking carefully at the integrand function in (14), which202

reveals contributions from both the equatorially antisymmetric winds and203

the equatorial smoothing. It should be noted that equatorial smoothing can204

be avoided by a standard way of treating a discontinuous integrand in an205

integration; a detailed discussion is presented in Appendix A.206

Look at the integrand function in (14) evaluated with or without the207

equatorial smoothing for different parameters whose spatial structures are208

depicted in Figure 6. For a moderate depth H = 10000km, Figure 6(a)209

shows that, for the integrand function without equatorial smoothing, con-210

tributions are from the equatorially antisymmetric winds. This should be211

compared with Figure 6(b) with equatorial smoothing at h = 0.05RS, show-212

ing that contributions are from both the equatorially antisymmetric winds213

and the equatorial smoothing. The typical value of the integrand function214

in (14) is of O(0.01) in Figure 6(a) without equatorial smoothing but it be-215

comes O(0.1) Figure 6(b) as a result of equatorial smoothing. For a large216

depth parameter H = 50000km, Figure 6(c) shows that, for the integrand217

function without equatorial smoothing, contributions are from the equatori-218

ally antisymmetric winds. This should be compared with Figure 6(d) which219

shows that the corresponding integrand function with equatorial smoothing220

is largely dominated by equatorial smoothing. In this case, the typical value221

of the integrand function in (14) is of O(0.01) in Figure 6(c), much smaller222

than that in Figure 6(d) with equatorial smoothing. In essence, it is the223

unintended effect of the non-physical equatorial smoothing that makes the224
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main contribution to the density anomaly ρ1(r, θ) and, hence, the odd zonal225

gravitational coefficients J3, J5, J7 presented Table 2 and Figure 5 only reflect226

the mathematical consequence of equatorial smoothing and have no physical227

significance. We present in Table 3 the odd zonal gravitational coefficients228

J3, J5, J7 that are obtained using exactly the same profile U given by (2) at229

H = 104km with and without equatorial smoothing, showing that there exist230

large differences in the values of the odd gravitational coefficients. Moreover,231

we also present an example in Appendix A for the purpose of demonstrating232

why the equatorial smoothing leads to a mathematically incorrect solution.233

Table 3: The zonal odd coefficients computed using exactly the same profile U given by

(2) at H = 104km with and without equatorial smoothing.

With equatorial smoothing Without equatorial smoothing

J3 × 106 -0.4110 -1.0839

J5 × 106 -0.0480 0.2724

J7 × 106 0.3587 0.1742

4. Summary and remarks234

Since the odd gravitational coefficients of Jupiter are directly linked with235

the depth of the equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds, determining the236

wind-induced odd coefficients as a function of the depth H will be key to un-237

derstanding the structure of the zonal winds in the deep interior of Jupiter.238

We have studied two problems in connection with the odd gravitational co-239

efficients. The first problem explores the effect of non-spherical geometry on240
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estimations of the odd gravitational coefficients. It is found that the effect241

of non-spherical geometry makes an insignificant contribution to the values242

of the lowermost-order odd gravitational coefficients. The second problem243

investigates the effect of equatorial smoothing between the southern and244

northern hemisphere in order to avoid the discontinuity across the equato-245

rial plane when the thermal-wind-equation approach is adopted. Based on246

the Gaussian smoothing in the equatorial region, we have successfully re-247

produced Figure 4 of Kaspi (2013) for the deep equatorially antisymmetric248

zonal winds. It is found, however, that the non-physical equatorial smoothing249

makes a dominant contribution to the odd gravitational coefficients presented250

in Table 2 and Figure 5 and, consequently, the artifacts render the predictions251

of those odd coefficients meaningless.252

A recent study (Zhang et al., 2015) suggests that the thermal wind equa-253

tion (14) needs to be generalized to account for an associated gravitational254

perturbation, leading to the thermal-gravitational wind equation represent-255

ing a two-dimensional kernel integral equation with the Green’s function in256

its integrand. It also demonstrates, through some simple examples without257

using equatorial smoothing, that the extra term for the concomitant grav-258

itational perturbation is of the same order of magnitude and, hence, must259

be retained. The thermal-gravitational wind equation can be written in the260

form261

ρ1(r, θ) = C(r) +
2rΩ

|g0(r)|

∫ θ

π/2

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂r
− sin θ̃

r

∂

∂θ̃

]
(ρ0U) dθ̃

+
2πG

|g0(r)|
dρ0
dr

∫ π

0

∫ RS

0

r̃2ρ1(r̃, θ̃)

|r− r̃|
sin θ̃ dr̃ dθ̃, (16)

where r = r(r, θ), r̃ = r̃(r̃, θ̃). Our further calculation using (16) shows262
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that, because large derivatives ∂U/∂θ in the equatorial region (see Figure 6)263

caused by the non-physical equatorial smoothing in the second term on the264

right side of (16) are so dominant, the third term on the right side of (16)265

only makes an insignificant contribution.266

It can be concluded, because of an unintended effect of the non-physical267

equatorial smoothing used to avoid the discontinuity of the equatorially an-268

tisymmetric winds U(r, θ) across the equatorial plane, that the odd gravita-269

tional coefficients J3, J5, J7 presented Table 2 and Figure 5 which are com-270

puted from the thermal wind equation (14) for large H have no physical271

meaning. If the zonal winds U are primarily confined within a very thin272

outer layer with 0 < H/Re ≪ 1, the effect of the equatorial smoothing would273

become small. However, we are not able to reproduce the results of Kaspi274

(2013) in the range 0 < H/RS ≪ 1, as discussed in more detail in Appendix275

B.276
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A. Why equatorial smoothing leads to a non-physical solution283

In this Appendix, we use a simple example to illustrate why the unin-284

tended effect of equatorial smoothing for avoiding the equatorial discontinuity285

leads to a non-physical solution for large H (the small-H case is discussed in286

Appendix B). For the purpose of an easy illustration, we consider an integral287

in connection with (14) in the form288

I(ξ) =

∫ π

0

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB(ξ, θ̃)

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB(ξ, θ̃)

)]
dθ̃,

= lim
h→0

[I−0 + I+0 + I±0] , (17)

where ξ ∼ r with 0 < ξ < π, UB denotes the equatorially antisymmetric289

winds which are discontinuous across the equatorial plane at θ = π/2 and290

I−0 =

∫ π/2−h

0

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB(ξ, θ̃)

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB

)]
dθ̃,

I+0 =

∫ π

π/2+h

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB(ξ, θ̃)

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB

)]
dθ̃,

I±0 =

∫ π/2+h

π/2−h

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB(ξ, θ̃)

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
sin ξ

ξ
UB

)]
dθ̃.

There are three different sources in (17) that contribute to the density anomaly291

ρ1: (i) from the zonal winds UB confined in the northern hemisphere I−0; (ii)292

from the zonal winds UB confined in the southern hemisphere +0; and (iii)293

from the effect of the discontinuity at the equator I±0 which is related to294

the effect of equatorial smoothing It is critically important to notice that,295

while I−0 and I+0 represent the wind-induced density anomaly in the non-296

equatorial region, the contribution I±0 for large H is non-physical. This is297
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because I±0 results from the infinitely large shear at the equator that is dy-298

namically impossible (Jones, 2011) and from the cylindrical structure of the299

equatorially antisymmetric winds that is also unlikely to exist in the interior300

of Jupiter (Flasar et al., 2004). If I±0 in (17) is much smaller than that of301

(I−0+ I+0), the density anomaly ρ1, induced by the zonal winds taking place302

in the northern and southern hemispheres, would be physical; if I±0 in (17) is303

much larger than that of (I−0+ I+0), the density anomaly ρ1, predominantly304

caused by the mathematical discontinuity at the equator that is dynamically305

and physically unfeasible in the Jovian interior, would be non-physical.306

For the purpose of an easy computation, we take an equatorially anti-307

symmetric zonal wind in the form308

UB(ξ, θ) = ξ2 sin2 θ, 0 ≤ θ < π/2,

UB(ξ, θ) = −UB(ξ, π − θ) π/2 < θ ≤ π,

which is discontinuous across the equatorial plane at θ = π/2. With this309

profile, the integral (17) can be written as310

I−0 = lim
h→0

{∫ π/2−h

0

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
ξ sin ξ sin2 θ̃

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
ξ sin ξ sin2 θ̃

)]
dθ̃

I+0 −
∫ π

π/2+h

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
ξ sin ξ sin2 θ̃

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
ξ sin ξ sin2 θ̃

)]
dθ̃

I± +

∫ π/2+h

π/2−h

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂ξ

(
ξ sin ξ sin2 θ̃

)
− sin θ̃

ξ

∂

∂θ̃

(
ξ sin ξ sin2 θ̃

)]
dθ̃

}
.

Carrying out the relevant derivative and integration, we obtain

I−0 + I+0 =
2

3
(ξ cos ξ − sin ξ), 0 < ξ < π

and

I±0 = 2 sin ξ, 0 < ξ < π.
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For instance, It can be shown that I±0 produced by the effect of the non-

physical discontinuity at the equator is always larger than (I−0+I+0) induced

by the zonal winds in the non-equatorial region. At a particular location, for

example, the middle radius of the sphere at ξ = π/2, we obtain that

(I−0 + I+0) = −2

3

while

I±0 = 2.

In other words, the density anomaly ρ1 is primarily dominated by the math-311

ematical discontinuity at the equator – where ρ1 should vanish because of312

the an equatorial antisymmetry – in connection with the unintended effect313

of the equatorial smoothing.314

Table 4: The integral I(ξ) at ξ = π/2 obtained using the equatorial smoothing for different

parameters h.

Smoothing Factor Integral

h = 0.02 I(ξ = π/2) = 1.3347

h = 0.05 I(ξ = π/2) = 1.3399

h = 0.10 I(ξ = π/2) = 1.3914

Consider the same integral but use the Gaussian smoothing to avoid the315

discontinuity across the equatorial plane without dividing the integration do-316

main into northern and southern parts. After applying equatorial smoothing,317

the discontinuous jump across the equatorial plane is smoothed and replaced318

with a rapidly changing continuous function. The smoothed integrand of (17)319
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as a function of θ at ξ = π/2 is depicted in Figure 7. Dominated by a sharp320

peak at the equator and consistent with the analytical solution, the integral321

shown in Figure 7 would lead to the density anomaly ρ1 that is primarily322

driven by the effect of the equatorial discontinuity. At the equator, however,323

the equatorial antisymmetry demands that the density anomaly ρ1 be zero.324
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Figure 7: The integrand of (17) as a function of θ at the middle radius ξ = π/2 with

equatorial smoothing for different parameters h.

In summary, by assuming the equatorially antisymmetric zonal winds325

are cylinders parallel to the rotation axis and, then, solving the governing326

equations for the northern hemisphere subject to the antisymmetry condition327

ρ1 = 0 at θ = π/2 Kong et al. (2015a), the wind-induced odd gravitational co-328

efficients, because of neglecting the likely variation ∂/∂z in the non-equatorial329

region, may be underestimated; by using the equatorial smoothing to avoid330

the discontinuity in the winds across the equatorial plane (Kaspi, 2013) and,331

then, allowing the effect of the dynamically impossible discontinuity across332

the equator to make a dominant contribution, the odd gravitational coeffi-333

cients, produced primarily by the the strong equatorial density boundary at334
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the equatorial region where ρ1 should vanish, do not reflect any physics or335

dynamics in the deep interior of Jupiter. It follows that both approaches to336

estimating the Jovian odd gravitational coefficients are unsatisfactory.337

B. Results for 0 < H/Re ≪ 1338

If the zonal winds U and the wind-induced density perturbation ρ1 are339

primarily confined within a very thin outer layer with 0 < H/Re ≪ 1, the340

effect of equatorial smoothing would be weak. Let’s examine a typical case341

at H = 100 km with H/Re ≈ 0.001. The calculation using the profile U342

given by (2) at H = 100 km and our numerical code for the thermal wind343

equation (14) shows that the lowermost odd zonal gravitational coefficients344

∆J3 = 1.5 × 10−10,∆J5 = −5.0 × 10−10,∆J7 = 5.0 × 10−10. They are quite345

different from the results of Kaspi (2013) which are ∆J3 ≈ 9× 10−10,∆J5 ≈346

−1.0× 10−10,∆J7 ≈ −5.0× 10−10.347

We are not able to reproduce the results of Kaspi (2013) in the range348

0 < H/Re ≪ 1 where the effect of the equatorial smoothing is negligibly349

small. Since there does not exist a benchmark solution for checking the odd350

coefficients J3, J5, J7, we are forced to make an independent validation, via an351

analytical solution of the problem, for our numerical code used for computing352

the thermal wind equation (14)353

ρ1(r, θ) =
2rΩ

|g0(r)|

∫ θ

π/2

[
cos θ̃

∂

∂r
− sin θ̃

r

∂

∂θ̃

] [
ρ0(r)U(r, θ̃)

]
dθ̃, (18)

where we have set C(r) = 0 in (14). In (18), the leading order solution ρ0354

with the polytropic gas of index unity p = Kρ2 is given by355

ρ0(r) =

(
sin ξ

ξ

)
ρc, ξ = r/

√
K/(2πG), (19)
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where ρc = ρ0(0) and ξ = r/
√

K/(2πG). For the purpose of illustration, we356

adopt a simple profile of the equatorially antisymmetric wind in the form357

UC(r, θ) =
ΩJRS

100

(
r sin θ

RS

)2(
r cos θ

RS

)
e−

RS−r

H

=
ΩJα

100π2
ξ3 sin2 θ cos θe−

(π−ξ)
H/α , (20)

which is continuous across the equator. We shall take RS = απ = 69911km358

and ΩJ = 1.7585× 10−4 s−1 in our calculation for illustration.359

Two steps are required to obtain an analytical expression ρ1(r, θ) given360

by (18). First, we derive an expression for the gravitational field |g0(r)|. It361

is found, after making use of the leading-order solution ρ0(r) given by (19),362

that363

|g0(r)|r̂ = (2πG)∇
{∫ π

0

∫ RS

0

[
ρ0(r̃)

|r− r̃|

]
r̃2 sin θ̃ dr̃ dθ̃

}
= r̂

(
ξ cos ξ − sin ξ

ξ2

)
4πGρcα. (21)

Second, we have to carry out the integration with respect to θ̃ in (18):364

2ΩJ

∫ θ

π/2

{
cos θ̃

∂

∂r

[
ρ0(r)UC(r, θ̃)

]
− sin θ̃

r

∂

∂θ̃

[
ρ0(r)UC(r, θ̃)

]}
dθ̃

=
Ω2

Jρc
50π2

e
− π−ξ

H/RS

[(
ξ2 cos ξ +

RS

H
ξ2 sin ξ

)(
θ

8
− sin 4θ

32
− π

16

)
+ξ sin ξ

(
3θ

8
− sin 2θ

4
+

sin 4θ

32
− 3π

16

)]
. (22)

Substitution of (21) and (22) into (18) yields the analytical solution365

ρ1(ξ, θ) =
Ω2

J

200π3G
e−

(π−ξ)Rs
Hπ

(
ξ4

ξ cos ξ − sin ξ

)
×
[(

ξ cos ξ +
Rs

Hπ
ξ sin ξ

)(
θ

8
− sin 4θ

32
− π

16

)
+ sin ξ

(
3θ

8
− sin 2θ

4
+

sin 4θ

32
− 3π

16

)]
, (23)
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which can be used to compute the zonal coefficients J3, J5, J7. It is found that366

our numerical solution for (14) is nearly identical to the analytical solution367

(23): the zonal coefficients J3, J5, J7 obtained with UC(r, θ) at H = 100 km,368

computed from both our numerical code and the analytical solution (23), are369

given in Table 5. Despite this, we are still unable to pinpoint the precise cause370

for large discrepancies between our results and the results of Kaspi (2013) in371

the range 0 < H/Re ≪ 1 where the effect of the equatorial smoothing is of372

secondary significance.373

Table 5: The zonal coefficients computed from both the analytical method and our nu-

merical code with the equatorially antisymmetric wind profile UC at H = 100 km.

Analytic solutions Numerical solutions

J3 × 106 4.272× 10−3 4.273× 10−3

J5 × 106 −7.872× 10−4 −7.874× 10−4

J7 × 106 −9.438× 10−5 −9.440× 10−5
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